
UAMPS Carbon Free Power Project 

(Small Modular Reactor) 

 

Executive Summary: 

Where we are:  The siting phase study is complete.  Site selection has been determined to be at the 

Idaho National Laboratories in Idaho.  Just finishing up Fatal Flaw Analysis. 

How much we have Spent:  Since the project’s inception in 2015 Logan’s participation has been not 

quite $900,000. (2016-$710,000.  2017-$176,000) 

How much capacity do we have at the plant?  We have subscribed for 30MW.   

How do we compare to other participants?  We are the largest.  The next largest is Los Alamos New 

Mexico at 16MW.  They specifically joined UAMPS just to be a part of this project.  Bountiful and a few 

others come in at 15MW each. 

Why would we scale back?  Simply to lower our investment as we go forward. 

Why don’t we just let someone else build it first?  Our investment as the first of a kind has benefits.  

Currently we (the project) is recipient of a 100% matching grant from the DOE.  For every dollar the 

project spends, DOE matches.  And for our half of the investment, NuScale matches our investment. 

25% UAMPS 

25% Nuscale 

50% DOE grant. 

Total: 100% 

The first of a kind costs are not being considered. 

What do our costs look like this year?  UAMPS is in the middle of its budget process for the next fiscal 

year. Costs are not known at this point. 

Can we get out?  Yes.  There are several off-ramps (see below). 

1. Now:  At the budgeting process, if the city council deems no more money to the project we will 

be out. 

2. When we are to sign a Long Term Power Purchase Agreement:  This June/July is when that is 

predicted to happen. 

3. When NuScale submits the Combined Operating License Application (COLA):  They just 

submitted the Design Certification Application.  COLA is projected to be next summer or fall 

(2018). 

4. Additional offramps will be available if project milestones are not met.  


